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wealth of informative and analytical ingredients, an insight into 
a good number of unresolved and open-ended problems--historical 
and epistemological--that are worthy of further exploration by 
historians and philosophers of science as well as by scientists. 
The usefulness of the volume is enhanced by an impressive 
array of bibliographical references, an index of names, and the 
inclusion of the open round-table discussions that followed the 
presentation of the papers. 
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B. L. Van der Waerden, distinguished mathematician and his- 
torian of mathematics and, until his retirement in 1972, Professor 
of Mathematics at the Mathematisches Institut of the University 
of Zurich, is already well known for his work on the Pythagoreans 
and on the origins of Greek science, and this comprehensive, 
though popular, study, coordinating the results of a long series 
of articles and a number of books since the early 1940's, is 
warmly to be welcomed. This is certainly the most important 
study of Pythagoreanism since Walter Burkert's Weisheit und 
Wissenschaft (1962; translated as Lore and Science in Ancient 
Pythagoreanism, Harvard University Press, 1972) and is of rather 
greater interest to historians of mathematics. Much of Burkert's 
work, after all, was based on previous work of van der Waerden's, 
which the latter has now had an opportunity to update. 
The book is divided into two parts. The first, entitled 
"Pythagoras und die Pythagoreer," comprises 13 chapters and deals 
with all the biographical and historical data about Pythagoras 
and his followers, as well as the more religious side of his 
teachings--such topics as the immortality of the soul, reincar- 
nation, and cosmic harmony. As van der Waerden rightly empha- 
sizes, the Pythagoreans were always a quasi-religious movement, 
and their metaphysical and scientific doctrines are inseparable. 
He is admirably judicious in treating the fragmentary and con- 
fused testimonies concerning Pythagoras himself (an almost legen- 
dary figure) and the early years of the movement, paying proper 
attention to the essentially oral, folktale character of most of 
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the stories--which does not, however, render them entirely de- 
void of historicity. It seems relatively clear that by the 
second half of the fifth century Pythagorean oligarchies domin- 
ated a number of poleis in Sicily and South Italy and that they 
were overthrown during these years in a series of popular revo- 
lutions which sent a stream of Pythagorean refugees to the Greek 
mainland. 
The second part of the book, entitled "Die exakten Wissen- 
schaften," comprises a masterful study, in six chapters, of Pyth- 
agorean geometry, harmonics, arithmetic, and astronomy, with a 
final chapter on their theory of knowledge. It is the latter 
part which will be of primary interest to readers of this journal. 
The exact sciences came to the Greeks largely from the Middle 
East and primarily from Babylon, though also to a lesser extent 
from Egypt. The Greeks themselves, however, added much in the 
way of theoretical underpinnings to what they took over. Van 
der Waerden has documented this in earlier books, Science Awak- 
ening: Egyptian, Babylonian and Greek Mathematics (1961), Die 
Anf;inge der Astronomie (1966), and in a series of articles over 
the years. The Pythagoreans in particular (it is safer to speak 
thus in the plural, rather than of Pythagoras in the singular; 
in many cases we are really talking about such a late figure as 
Archytas in the fourth century) are especially to be credited 
with formalizing the four aspects of mathematical science and 
presenting them as a coherent system. 
Van der Waerden proceeds methodically, taking one testimonial 
after another, and pressing the most out of each. For geometry 
he cites frequently, and very properly, the useful information 
preserved by Proclus, who is dependent on the reasonably good 
authority of Aristotle's pupil Eudemus (though probably through 
the intermediacy of Posidonius' pupil Geminus) and of Euclid 
himself, much of whose work (Book IV in particular) is credibly 
reported to stem from Pythagorean sources. Every step in the 
reconstruction of Pythagorean mathematics, however, is subject 
to dispute; and as a counterweight to Van der Waerden's rather 
positive account, one should still, I think, study Burkert's 
more skeptical evaluation in Weisheit und Wissenschaft. Never- 
theless, even if much of what often passes for Pythagorean is 
simply fifth-century Greek (to be credited, for instance, to 
Hippocrates of Chios), and even if Archytas were not such a sys- 
tematic theorist as he is made out, this systematic and compen- 
dious account by a major authority in the field, embodying the 
results of almost forty years of productive research, is most 
valuable to have. 
